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For my surreal narrative series, I decided to focus on dreams and the unconscious 
feelings that our dreams show us. To accomplish this, I wanted to convey juxtaposition of 
conscious thought and unconscious thought through the vague visuals and sense of eeriness in 
dreamlike settings. I came up with this by remembering a dreaming unit in a past psychology 
class which taught me a lot about dreams. Since dreams are often vague and strange when put in 
context, I figured that this theme would be best portrayed in a surreal narrative series. 
Throughout shooting these images, I have been able to use different objects to obscure views and 
abstract light naturally to make the dreamlike qualities more a part of the shooting process and 
the final images. 

 In my work, I have used color effectively to create different moods by utilizing the white 
balance modes, different screens, and LED lights. An element I could have included that would 
have helped my theme was more line and different POVs by changing the perspective of the 
camera more. The work would be more compelling if I shot more images outside as well, to 
capture the open space with a natural environment. A principle of design I used effectively was 
movement, using the hallway images to convey urgency and chaos with the blurred subject 
running.  

 Experimenting with new techniques such as changing the depth of field and using 
different angles for the framing worked well for developing my idea and figuring out new ideas 
and tricks as I went along. A photographer that inspired me was Todd Hido because I liked the 
questions his images raised to the viewer and the lack of editing the photo. Using glass, plastic 
wrap, and kaleidoscopes I was able to learn more about certain surreal elements and 
manipulating an image without editing. I will apply these newly learned techniques of 
compelling lighting and framing as well as the use of emphasized color in my future 
photography work. 
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